Cemstone Decorative Concrete. An important edge in a demanding market.
Whether you’re an architect, engineer, builder or contractor, decorative concrete can make your project much more elegant and inviting. In today’s marketplace, everyone wants a competitive edge and Cemstone’s colored, stamped and stained concrete adds value to your projects and new capabilities to your portfolio. It’s your choice because it offers your customers more choices. Cemstone’s quality decorative concrete systems will help you to stand out because it helps your customer stand out.
Cemstone can help you gain a piece of this growing segment of the market. We offer convenient locations, quality resources, exceptional service, experience, and most importantly premium decorative concrete products for all interior and exterior applications. We stand ready to be your decorative concrete partner. Call us today at 1-800-CEMSTONE to take advantage of all we have to offer.
No matter what kind of decorative concrete application you require, we work with industry leaders to deliver quality products that meet your specifications. Cemstone’s award winning decorative concrete quality assurance program ensures nothing less than consistent top quality with every delivery.

**Integral Liquid Color – Less Time, Less Stress**

Cemstone’s state-of-the-art integral liquid pigment systems allow color to be mixed during the concrete batching thus eliminating additional labor. In addition, our systems ensure a consistent, permanent and non-fading product load to load, job to job, with a quick turnaround. Cemstone offers 48 standard colors. You can also create custom colors.

NOTE: Cemstone is the first Minnesota/Wisconsin ready mix company to offer concrete with integral liquid color (we use a Cam Liquid Color System) featuring computerized integral liquid admixtures with fully automated proportion formulas. The result is beautiful, consistent colored concrete batch after batch.
Stained Concrete

From traditional acid stains that deliver a rich, variegated look, to water-based stains featuring vibrant colors, chemical stains create a beautifully unique concrete surface. Whatever the application, these products can be applied to existing, new or integral colored concrete. You can even use these products to add translucent special effects to concrete. Stained concrete can be uniquely designed or naturally colored to blend seamlessly with other elements in a room—you may have a hard time believing you’re standing on a concrete floor!

Polished Concrete

Polished concrete is fast becoming the ultimate minimal maintenance flooring system. Thanks to recent advances in polishing equipment and techniques, contractors are now grinding concrete floor surfaces. Whether new or old, these techniques create a high-gloss finish that never needs waxes or coatings. It’s a low-maintenance interior or surface that is beautiful and cost effective. The process is ideal for restaurant, retail and commercial interiors. Homeowners are also catching on to the appeal of these smooth, high-luster floors, which can be dyed to replicate the look of polished stone. Unlike other materials, polished concrete cannot outgas or foster mold growth, which makes it well suited where indoor quality and durability are prime considerations.

Stamped / Textured Concrete

Stamped and textured concrete is quickly becoming one of the most popular choices for transforming plain grey concrete into beautiful, distinctive floors and hardscapes. Because it can mimic almost any material, decorative concrete stamping and texturing is an ideal way to create replicas of other expensive materials while improving functionality and increasing durability. Stamped concrete can be used for driveways, pool decks, patios, porches and more. Choose from a wide range of surface patterns and molds—and an unlimited variety of colors.
Support for YOUR business.

Cemstone works with you to provide decorative concrete solutions. We offer support to design professionals from consultation and sample preparation to project specification development. Whatever you envision, our knowledge and experience can help you make it a reality.

Knowledge is Power (KIP)
From an installer’s perspective, Cemstone’s award winning educational series provides in-depth hands-on training on decorative concrete applications. These classes are developed to share best practices and explore new developments and techniques with accomplished experts. We cover everything from the basics of installation, stamping, curing and sealing to advanced applications such as countertops, texturing and overlays. In addition to regularly scheduled training sessions, we also provide customized programs.
Here you see just a sample of our most popular patterns and textures. We offer the widest variety of colors, stains, styles, and options available anywhere. Plus the latest and most innovative concrete stamps and skins to meet the needs of any project. In addition, our Contractor Supply Stores offer a complete line of decorative products such as curing and sealing compounds, decorative coatings, release agents, step liners, hardeners and more. We’re your integrated, one-stop shop.

To showcase the amazing possibilities of decorative concrete, Cemstone sponsors an annual awards contest for contractors. The response has been overwhelming, and the contest has been covered in national and local trade and consumer publications. The contest helps build awareness of decorative concrete and showcases the amazing artistry of decorative concrete contractors.

LITHOCHROME® Chemstain® Classic: CS-2 Padre Brown, CS-14 Dark Walnut Colors shown from left to right: C-24 Charcoal, C-22 Coral Red, C-21 Adobe Tan

LITHOTEX® Pavecrafters™: English Yorkstone Random Interlocking Pattern, LITHOCHROME® Color Hardener 0266 Ash White, LITHOCHROME® Antiquing Release 4948 Smoke Beige, SCOFIELD® Cureseal-W™ Semi-Gloss


LITHOCHROME® Chemstain® Classic: all 8 colors

LITHOTEX® Pavecrafters™: Vermont Slate Pattern, CHROMIX® Admixtures for Color-Conditioned® Concrete with LITHOCHROME® Antiquing Release and individually stained stones in various colors with SCOFIELD® Cureseal-W™ Gloss


Colors shown from left to right: C-24 Charcoal, C-22 Coral Red, C-21 Adobe Tan

cemstone.com/decorativeconcrete
Let’s get to work.

Since 1927, Cemstone has been committed to achieving the highest standards of excellence in the building materials industry. We hire and work with dedicated people who are committed to exceeding customers’ expectations.

We focus on using the best technology, ensuring the highest quality, and delivering the best service. This means sweating the details. For one year, we maintain an archive of color samples from every load and every job we place. Our locations are strategically located throughout Minnesota, western Wisconsin and northern Iowa to provide our customers with liquid color. Our portable color plants can be set up virtually at any location.

Visit Cemstone’s Contractor Supply Stores conveniently located throughout the region for all your decorative concrete application needs. From sealers, to stamp rental to a display of decorative concrete finishes, let us help you.

Customers can also visit conveniently located Contractor Supply Stores to see samples of various types of decorative concrete as well as a wide range of related products and decorative stamp rentals.
Our sleeves are rolled up. Give us a call and let us know how we can answer your questions, supply your next job, or otherwise help you build your decorative concrete business. Trust Cemstone to provide consistency from load to load and our experience will ensure you have the highest quality product. Contact us today for more information. You can also explore our dedicated decorative concrete website.

1-800-CEMSTONE
cemstone.com/decorativeconcrete